Soundbar Soundbar

Soundbar Soundbars are simply beautiful. Samsung Audio technologies deliver room-filling, home theater sound without the need for a separate subwoofer. Designed with streamlined wires and an elegant easy mount option, Sound+ becomes one with your TV and brings your entire cinematic experience together like never before.

KEY FEATURES

LONG EXCURSION TECHNOLOGY
Enjoy truly deep bass with technology that increases the depth of speaker movement to provide big sound.

MULTI-SPEAKER CONTROL
Increases the power and depth of bass with control that precisely coordinates the movement of each speaker.

DISTORTION CANCELLING
Samsung’s proprietary technology delivers deep and detailed bass by predicting sound distortion and automatically tuning the speaker’s output before the distortion occurs.

WIDE RANGE TWEETER
Hear consistently great sound anywhere in the room with tweeters that cover a much wider frequency range.

EASY MOUNT
Enjoy a seamless look with a Soundbar that connects directly to your Samsung TV via a single mounting unit. (Mount sold separately.)

ONE CABLE
Samsung’s 2017 Easy Mount cable plugs directly into the Soundbar, reducing wire clutter and providing a more streamlined look. (Cable sold with the Easy Mount).

SURROUND SOUND EXPANSION
Experience more powerful surround sound with the SWA-9000S Rear Wireless Speaker Kit. (Speaker Kit sold separately).

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

• 3 Wide Range Tweeters
• 9 Speakers with Dedicated Amps
• High-Res Audio (96kHz/24bit)
• Distortion Cancelling
• Wi-Fi & Bluetooth® Connectivity

ONE REMOTE COMPATIBLE
Spend less time switching between remote controls. Your 2017 Samsung TV remote now manages many of the Soundbar’s functions.

4K PASS-THROUGH
With 4K Pass-Through, a simple HDMI® connection delivers the best in audio and picture quality. Connect any 4K video source like a UHD Blu-ray player, through the Samsung HW-MS650 to your TV for rich sound and 4K picture quality.¹

WIRELESS MUSIC STREAMING
Sound+ can stream music from your phone or tablet. Simply connect to Wi-Fi with the Samsung Multiroom App; or connect with Bluetooth®. Within moments, you’ll be playing your favorites in a new way.

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LAB
Sound+ was tuned at Samsung’s state of the art audio lab in Valencia, California. Home to a team of world class audio engineers with 300 years of combined experience, the facility features one of the world’s most advanced audio testing labs. From this cutting edge facility in the heart of the entertainment industry come audio products with perfectly balanced, room-filling sound.

¹HDMI cable not included
²Internet connection required

SAMSUNG

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS
MODEL: HW-MS650
UPC CODE: 887276202068

DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):
• SOUNDBAR: 41.73 x 3.07 x 5.14
• SHIPPING: 50.31 x 8.35 x 5.83

WEIGHT (LBS):
• SOUNDBAR: 13.67
• SHIPPING: 17.42

AUDIO:
• DTS DIGITAL SURROUND: DTS 2ch
• DOLBY DIGITAL: 5.1ch

AV DECODING:
• AAC: YES
• MP3: YES
• WAV: YES
• WMA: YES
• OGG: YES
• FLAC: YES
• ALAC: YES

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
• REMOTE CONTROLLER: TM1640
• HDMI CABLE: VARY BY REGION